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FIREEYE AS A SERVICE
IN ACTION:
A Global, Coordinated Effort

T

riage and remediation of attacks
utilizing zero-day vulnerabilities
requires technology, expertise,
and intelligence that is often beyond
the capabilities of most security teams
today. In the case of Clandestine Wolf, our
analysts were able to validate the alert
and begin response only six minutes after
first observing the campaign. FireEye as
a Service customers trust our analysts to
respond immediately to the alerts that
matter, greatly reducing the risk and
impact of an advanced attack.

The Clandestine Wolf campaign was not
isolated to one organization. FireEye
analysts quickly discovered the campaign
was targeting several FireEye as a
Service customers. As a result, as new
intelligence developed, it was in-turn
deployed back into technology, protecting
all customers of FireEye over the entire
course of the campaign.

SECURITY
REIMAGINED
ABOUT CLANDESTINE WOLF
Clandestine Wolf is the name FireEye gave to a three
week long APT3 campaign attempting to compromise
networks utilizing a zero-day exploit in June 2015.
Our Singapore-based FireEye as a Service team was
the first to discover and start responding to the
campaign. This campaign exploited an Adobe Flash
Player zero-day vulnerability, which later received the
designated number CVE-2015-3113. During the
campaign multiple FaaS customers were sent waves of
spear-phishing emails, which included a links to
compromised web servers. These webservers would
profile a targeted victim’s system and determine if it
should serve them benign content or a malicious
Adobe Flash Player file used to exploit CVE-20152113. In the subsequent weeks, FireEye as a Service
globally responded to and reported on numerous
APT3 activity at a variety of customers.
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FireEye as a Service analysts at our
Singapore-based Advanced Threat
Response Center observed a
critical event for the SHOTPUT
backdoor on a network monitoring
appliance deployed on a FireEye as
a Service customer’s environment.

After confirming the compromise in
the client’s environment, our
analysts drafted a compromise
report containing all of the details
we had available to us at that time
about this event, including: the
command and control indicators
and a description of the type of
activity that was observed. We also
provided recommendations to the
customer as to how to respond to
the threat, including blocking the
command and control indicators
and removing the compromised
system from the network.

After the compromised report
was published, we began collecting
live response data from the
compromised endpoint to allow
for further analysis and a deeper
investigation to figure out how this
backdoor got on the system, and
what, if anything, the attackers had
done once the backdoor was
dropped on the system.

In the meantime analysts began
deep diving into all alerts collected
by FireEye network sensors. This
allowed our analysts to quickly
identify a likely initial infection
vector, system profiler, and exploit.
The suspected exploit chain
included three files being requested
immediately before the backdoor
landed on this compromised
system: an SWF file, a GIF file, and
an FLV file.

With FireEye as a Service’s
follow-the-sun support, despite
initially observing and
investigating the alert, our
Singapore and Australia-based
SOC analysts handed off the
review of the live response data
and further analysis to our
US-based analysts.
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WITHIN
A WEEK
OBSERVING THE ATTACK AT
OTHER CUSTOMER SITES:
During the course of the first week,
analysts identified seven different
FireEye as a Service customers whom
received campaign-related spearphishing emails. We reported the
targeted emails to customers, provided
them with context of severity regarding
attribution, and informed them of the
exploit chain and subsequent
dropped backdoor, SHOTPUT.

IMMINENT THREAT
WARNINGS:
Through our work with our
Intelligence team, we were able to
identify twenty customers who were
at high risk of being targeted based on
the vast intelligence available to
FireEye. FireEye as a Service was able
to proactively alert these customers
and began emergency sweeping for an
indication of APT3 activity. These
sweeps were a precaution to ensure
that no APT3 activity slipped passed
all their traditional network defenses.
As it turned out, five out of twenty
customers identified were targeted in
the following weeks after our
notification.

THROUGHOUT CAMPAIGN
CLANDESTINE WOLF
BY THE NUMBERS

14

FIREEYE AS A SERVICE
CUSTOMERS TARGETED

ENGAGING
FIREEYE LABS:

During the campaign we actively engaged our FireEye Labs team who were
able to quickly confirm the exploit was a zero-day after retrieval of the
entire exploit chain. They reached out to Adobe, notifying them of our
findings, and Adobe began the process of developing a patch for all of their
Flash users.

ENGAGING
FIREEYE INTEL:

We also engaged our Fireeye Intelligence team, who worked hand-in-hand
with our analysts during the entire three week period. At the front lines, the
Intelligence analysts assisted FireEye as a Service by triaging and tracking the
campaign indicators for attribution. The intelligence analysts researched and
pivoted on APT3 malware and infrastructure to broaden the scope of
knowledge on the campaign by utilizing all available FireEye sources. This
enabled FireEye as a Service to rapidly apply the latest intelligence on the
campaign into customer environments. Finally, Intelligence analysts were
able to provide our responders with historical APT3 context about tactics,
techniques, and procedures as it relates to victim targeting and on-net
operations. This information focused our investigators on the best techniques
and analytical methods that are most effective in responding and
investigating APT3 activity.

PROACTIVE
NOTIFICATIONS
FOR BLOCKING:

After the first week of operations, FireEye as a Service began issuing activity
notifications, which included the latest network-based indicators used by APT3.
Within minutes of discovery of new infrastructure, FireEye as a Service issued
notifications to all FireEye as a Service customers to preemptively block the
indicators to reduce exposure and prevent compromise. This allowed clients to
take swift action. At many customer sites, this prevented multiple intended
victims from getting the exploit and subsequent backdoor.

18

EMAIL ADDRESSES
IDENTIFIED

13

SUBJECT LINES
USED

24

LINKS INCLUDED

At the end this three week campaign, we detected and responded to hundreds of
targeted emails and exploit attempts at 14 FireEye as a Service customers,
identified over 18 email addresses, 13 subject lines, 24 links, and one zero-day
exploit, ran emergency sweeps in high risk customers environments, performed
incident response for multiple compromises, and released six proactive
notifications blogs detailing real-time indicators for customers to action.

Visit the FireEye as a Service web page for more information.
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